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BULLSHOT CRUMMOND

BY RON HOUSE, DIZ WHITE, ALLAN SHERMAN, JOHN NEVILLE-ANDREWS, DEREK CUNNINGHAM

THE CAST

[In Order of Appearance]
OTTO VON BRUNO ....................... Jim Hansen
LENYA VON BRUNO ..................... Terri April Dillion
PROFESSOR FENTON .................... Mark Keenan
CAPTAIN "BULLSHOT" CRUMMOND ... Kevin Troutt
ROSEMARY FENTON .................... Kirstin Allen

THERE WILL BE A FIFTEEN MINUTE INTERMISSION

"BULLSHOT CRUMMOND" is presented by special arrangement with Samuel French, Inc.
SYNOPSIS OF SCENES

ACT I

Scene 1: Somewhere Over England
Scene 2: Chambers in Mayfair
Scene 3: Netherington Abbey
Scene 4: Carlton Tea Room

ACT II

Scene 1: Somewhere Over Kent
Scene 2: Netherington Abbey
Scene 3: The Larches, Tunbridge Wells
Scene 4: The Dungeons of Netherington Abbey

PRODUCTION STAFF

Stage Director..........................Phil Atlakson
Set and Light Designer..................Phil Atlakson
Technical Director......................Michael Hartwell
Costume Designer.......................Elizabeth Streiff
Publicity.................................Maria Lewis
Box Office...............................Maria Lewis
Assistant Director.....................Mike Stringer
Assistant Costume Designer..........Terri Dillion
Production Seamstresses.............Terri Dillion
Light Board Operator...............Seppi Streiff
Stage Manager.........................Michael Hartwell
Sound......................................Mike Stringer
Crew.......................................Kathy Farris
                                      Valerie Engles
                                      Nancy Zendler
                                      Jack Challenger
Book, Music and Lyrics by Jim Jacobs and Warren Casey

JULY 30-31, AUGUST 1-3
SPECIAL EVENTS CENTER
8:15 p.m.

The 50's Rock and Roll Musical! Another one of the longest running Broadway musicals, brings back the looks and sound of the teenage world of the late 1950's with glee, a "real gas." Remember proms, pajama parties, burger palaces and drive-in movies? Well, they're all on stage in "GREASE." The liveliest, funniest, dancingest musical in town.

Box Office Opens July 28
Hours: 4-6 p.m., Mon. - Fri.
Reservations: Call 385-1462